
Introduction and Concept

For the self-initiated project, I used my skills and passion for 
gifting and packaging for the focus and inspiration. I was interested 
in how a brand packages their products and COVID-19 helped me to 
understand that there are issues within the packaging of fashion 
brands. It felt important for me to use this, which led me to create a 
sustainable, educational and consultancy company that would guide 
and recreate the packaging of fashion brands in a sustainable way. 
The company niCHe parCELs aims to make a difference to the industry 
and for the future of our environment. Shock tactics, creativity, persuasive 
language and passion will encourage a change forward for the 
sustainability movement within the fashion industry. The 
damage to the environment that fashion and packaging has caused 
has been over a long time period, but the niCHe parCELs aim is to 
halt the damaging effects that packaging causes. The hopes for niCHe 
parCELs is to have education and passion at the forefront, to 
encourage and promote the company and sustainability within 
packaging that will benefit the environment, brand and their consumers.

A marketing plan, brand handbook and case study were 
executed to show how to market, promote and introduce the company to 
the industry, other companies and suppliers. The aim is to build company 
awareness, gain interest, attention and desire for brands to make 
the decision to change. With the effects COVID-19 has created, it was 
more important that consumers felt inspired and enticed to shop with 
certain brands. However, with more consumers voicing their 
opinions regarding sustainability within fashion, it felt responsible to help, 
providing brands the outside guidance needed to make a difference.
 

Marketing Plan

A marketing plan for the launch of niCHe parCELs for Autumn 2021 
was the main component for the project, created to express the 
important elements and tactics to bring the company onto the 
market. Writing the report for business-to-business consumers and 
exploring the different tactics allowed the creativity and shock imagery to be 
created and expressed. Each tactic worked together and separately to 
market niCHe parCELs to the sustainable packaging and fashion market. 
Direct marketing held the most importance for the company, 
which is why visuals for all the tactics felt important to produce. 
Showing marketing displays in a visual way to companies, fashion brands 
and businesses helps to express niCHe parCELs’ vision and plan. The 
report used secondary research as support to enhance the tactics and 
decisions made regarding the company and consumer awareness.

Brand Handbook

The brand handbook was created to communicate the appropriate (‘dos 
and don’ts’) guidelines for the company. Within the handbook, logos, 
taglines, imagery, packaging and social media platforms were designed 
to express to other businesses and companies how to use the company 
branding. All elements worked together to showcase the sustainability and 
care for the environment that is at the forefront of the company, and the 
mission to ‘redesign and recreate the sustainable’. The main imagery
 (landscape  images) was   captured   in  the form of primary research  to highlight 
the positive environmental images that niCHe parCELs want to show and 
save, encouraging brands to consider what is at stake. Creating a brand 
handbook ensures that other companies, brands and suppliers can identify 
niCHe parCELs and no mistakes are made when representing the company.

Case Study
Three case studies were produced to showcase the company to 
other potential clients in the most influential way possible. It provides 
potential clients with real life visions for what niCHe parCELs is 
capable of, how the company can help fashion brands, and what 
the fashion brand (client) is able to achieve. The case studies use 
statistics, comments and imagery of the packaging outcomes, along with 
the  steps  niCHe parCELs  have  taken to help overcome  the packaging  issue 
within their brand. This will promote the sustainability movement; it will 
help gain fashion brands’ attention and niCHe parCELs’ noticeability  by   
enforcing     trust      in    the    minds     of     fashion    brands. The   case    studies 
demonstrate niCHe parCELs’ client and capability range but 
also the importance of the sustainability movement. niCHe 
parCELs ensures each client’s packaging is unique to their 
brand’s vision, using the design and materials to emulate this.

Development

The development of this project required thorough examination of 
some fashion brands’ packaging, in order to build up evidence of where 
brands go wrong and how best they can be improved by sustainable 
alternative materials. Research into the different sustainability promises by an 
array of fashion brands from different market levels and their consumers 
was completed, to gain an understanding into how far the industry needs to 
go and has come. Materials, and the alternatives to the standard sustainable 
options many brands use, were examined to understand how 
best to help each client, the different design options that would be 
possible and how to market niCHe parCELs to the clients. The 
different consumers from different brands would want different 
experiences and have varied opinions on the packaging material options.

The vision for the launch and company was understood from the 
beginning: ‘recreating and redesigning the sustainable’ for fashion brands 
packaging. niCHe parCELs visual representation of sustainability would 
show the harsh realities packaging has upon the environment and the 
positive scenary of our environment that the company wants to protect. 
The marketing followed this vision and was decided in the early 
stages that shock tactics were the way forward to make the most and biggest 
impact within the industry. The materials researched and used for the 
case studies had to fit well with each brand (client); their price point, 
timeframe, industry manufacturing scale, design, size, their 
consumers and brand heritage. This was shown and developed 
with market, brand and consumer research to inform potential 
clients about how detailed and in depth the company goes to understand 
their clients, which made the best possible packaging for each brand.
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